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The Evergreen DeltaV™ Process
Automation System
The DeltaV™ process automation system is designed from the ground up to embrace open standards and
commercial off-the-shelf technologies in its core architectural design to take advantage of rapid technological
advancements. This core architecture makes it easier to keep up with changes in technology and makes it easy
for users of DeltaV to keep their system Evergreen.

www.EmersonProcess.com/DeltaV
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Introduction
Legacy distributed control systems (DCS) typically had useful lives measured by the competitive advantage they
delivered. However, commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) technologies changed distributed control systems
fundamentally to provide easier and more powerful ways to control the process and gain advantage over
competitors. Before COTS, DCS core architectural constraints could not easily be changed (i.e., proprietary
control network protocol, hardware and base operating systems in workstations and controllers, hardware
footprint, etc.).
The introduction of COTS also increased need for maintenance of the system and required upgrades of software
®
and workstations more often than in legacy DCS systems. Furthermore, introduction of the Windows operating
system and COTS workstations meant more focus on maintaining and securing the computer network, updating
security patches, virus definitions, etc. to ensure that the system was up to date and secure at all times.
The DeltaV process automation system was designed from the ground up as the first digital process automation
system (PAS) to embrace open standards and COTS technology in its core architectural design. The DeltaV
system includes specific functionalities with plug-and-play capability, full life cycle support, and integrated security
that makes maintenance easier. Ethernet network switches and security devices are fully preconfigured with
alerts and diagnostics integrated and you can lock down unused switch ports with a single mouse click. Guardian
support also easily ensures that the system has the required software patches and virus update files that are
required to keep the system up-to-date and secure. We call the balance between COTS and usability Built for
Purpose. With the added benefits of Built for Purpose in the DeltaV process automation system, new functionality
can easily be deployed without shutting down the system and thus keeping the process automation system
Evergreen.

Rapidly Advancing Digital Technologies
Emerson’s large R&D investment program, broad implementation of open standards and use of COTS technology
have allowed the DeltaV system to maintain its technology leadership position and become the preferred process
automation system today, more than a decade after its initial release. Although originally designed in the mid1990s, it has continuously evolved with state-of-the-art technologies so that today’s DeltaV system has far greater
functionality than the initial DeltaV system (v1.x) released in 1996.
The DeltaV software first ran on Windows NT and NT Server operating systems, but since we need to ensure that
®
our users use supported Microsoft software, we have migrated to Windows XP, Windows Vista, and Windows
Server 2003. DeltaV v11.3 runs on the Windows 7/Server 2008 operating system platforms.
DeltaV version 11.3 software and hardware were developed with a Human Centered Design philosophy. This
means that the technology has been developed with the user in mind, with the ultimate goal of reducing
complexity, eliminating or reducing unnecessary tasks, and to embed knowledge into the technology.
The initial vision for DeltaV focused on open technologies, abnormal situation prevention, batch functionality,
precision control, features to support large systems, and SureService. This can be seen illustrated in the graph
below.
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Figure 1 – Initial DeltaV Vision

This vision has been realized over the years with features and functionality that have been added over several
releases. Additionally, as new technologies have been developed, Emerson Process Management has added
functionality that provides additional value to users – a good example of this is wireless technology. Recent
DeltaV releases have also had a focus on availability and sustainability, easier engineering, and also a focus on
Human Centered Design. Future DeltaV versions will continue to capitalize on current technologies, allowing
current users to take advantage of this rapid advancement, without unduly impacting operations.

Scaling in Size and Functionality
Emerson Process Management has always maintained an optimal balance between backward compatibility,
hardware improvement programs, and system modernization to allow process manufacturers to keep their DeltaV
systems current at the lowest possible cost with the least amount of production impact, risk, and cost. All of the
major DeltaV architectural components, functionality, and size limits have kept pace with the latest technology.
Today a DeltaV system can range from as few as 25 I/O to over 1 million I/O points – all built for ultimate
scalability, so increasing size and functionality is easy and painless.
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ARC Survey Findings Regarding Lifecycle Management
Users of process automation systems have always struggled with determining what the useful life of the various
parts of the process automation system are. The various parts of the system also have components with very
different expected life spans, making the issue even harder to manage. On top of this, companies in the process
industries are making their revenue from their production, so shutting the plant down to upgrade the automation
system is not a preferred solution.
ARC recently performed a survey on lifecycle management to find the current state of the industry and best
practices for lifecycle management. There were 282 respondents from various parts of the process control
industry like end users, suppliers, OEM manufacturers, and system integrators as illustrated in the figure below:

End User

8.6%
19.4%

43.9%

Supplier
OEM (Skid Mounted
Equipment, etc.)

1.1%

27.0%

Systems Integrator or EPC
Other

Figure 2 – ARC Lifecycle Management Survey Respondents

Answers to questions of how long in advance of obsolescence do you start planning and how long does it take to
execute a control system upgrade, tells us that a lot of time is spent on upgrading a control system, and it can
take anywhere from a few months to multiple years. From the figure below, we actually learn that 50 percent said
they started planning the upgrade between 7 months and 2 years before the upgrade and that the upgrade
actually took between 7 and 18 months. This means that respondents spent a minimum of 14 months and as long
as 3.5 years working on their system upgrade. Making it easy to upgrade the control system can, therefore,
reduce the amount of time needed to upgrade, but more importantly, remove the risk of lost production during an
upgrade.
How far in advance of the system obsolescence
date do you start planning for an upgrade?

7.9%

On average, how long does it take to execute a control
system upgrade project?
3.8%

15.8%

20.2%

13.8%

13.9%

1-6 Months
7-12 Months

4-6 Months

17.2%

24.9%

1-2 Years
42.4%

3-5 Years
Over 5 Years

1-3 Months

11.5%

7-12 Months
1 Year to 18 Months

28.7%

19-24 Months
More Than 2 Years

Figure 3 – ARC Survey Results
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20.8%

Many times it is hard to justify a control system upgrade,
especially if margins are pressed. Often, the installed
system has to be so outdated that the risk of keeping it
running outweighs the cost of upgrading. Another
justification for upgrading is to improve performance, based
on enhanced functionality in the new system or version. In
the survey, nearly 80% of respondents claimed to use
improved performance or enhanced functionality as
justifications for a control system upgrade.

Yes
79.2%

No

Figure 4 – ARC Survey: Respondents that Use
Improved Performance or Enhanced Functionality to
Justify Control System Upgrade

Major Deliverables per Release
From DeltaV v3.2 to DeltaV v10.3, Emerson has developed technologies that allow for increased security,
reliability, and ease of use, while also enhancing the functionality of the actual process control system. Each
release presented a new piece of technology that offered more control and accountability for the user’s system.
However, with the release of v11.3, the focus has been on Human Centered Design (HCD), where the ease of
use has increased to make the advanced features more easily understood. The following presents more details
on the last releases of DeltaV starting with a brief description on version 8.
In DeltaV version 8, Smart SIS provided better communication with intelligent field devices using predictive field
intelligence. PredictPro provided powerful advanced control for large applications. Batch was also improved;
allowing the user to segregate individual batch operations and to utilize partial downloads. Also, DeltaV Analyze
made it easy to improve operator effectiveness by assessing unusual alarms, events and operator activity.
DeltaV version 9 made process automation easier than before. The implementation of DeltaV Zones offered large
system support by allowing multiple standalone DeltaV systems to be connected via an Inter-Zone Network.
®
Operations were improved through DeltaV Insight Adaptive Loop Tuning, PlantWeb Alerts for HART devices, the
fully integrated AMS Suite, and an increase in the number of function blocks per H1 card, among other
enhancements. See figure below for more details on DeltaV version 9.
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DeltaV Insight Adaptive Loop Tuning
PlantWeb Alerts for HART BPCS
AMS Suite: Intelligent Device Manager
fully integrated
Function block in H1 card
Increase number of function blocks per
H1 card
PlantWeb Status Visualization in
History and Advance Control
DeltaV Reporter
VCAT for Documents
Robust Event Chronicle

Adaptive Loop Tuning

Guardian Enhancements

Guardian Support Enhancements




New Information Updates Tile
Location and Enterprise Views

Figure 5 – DeltaV version 9.x
®

DeltaV version 10 introduced Native WirelessHART integration, increased performance and reliability through
the MX Controller, redundant Profibus DP, and redundant OPC Server and OPC Mirror. Security was enhanced
through DeltaV Smart Switches. DeltaV Insight Adaptive Control provided advanced analysis and optimization, to
ensure optimal loop tuning with no user intervention. See figure below for more details on DeltaV version 10.

Figure 6 – DeltaV version 10.x
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As mentioned before, DeltaV version 11 was created with a strong focus around Human Centered Design (HCD).
Electronic Marshalling, H1 cards with integrated power, and Wireless I/O card with SmartWireless Field Link were
introduced in order to eliminate unnecessary work for the end user. Complexity was curtailed through the
introduction of color scale graphics and pattern recognition for the operator interface, along with a more simplistic
and improved dashboard within the AMS Suite: Intelligent Device Manager. Finally, the redundant Batch
Executive improves the performance and robustness of the overall system. See figure below for more info on
DeltaV version 11.

Figure 7 – DeltaV version 11.x

For more information on each release, please look at Release Details on the DeltaV webpage or in this
document’s appendix.

Keeping your DeltaV System Evergreen
Online upgrades
Many control system engineers become anxious at the thought of upgrading their system. However, there are
gradual steps that can be taken to remain current without wholesale upgrades. Going back to the ARC lifecycle
management survey, when asked whether one would migrate their system wholesale or phased, the vast majority
of respondents answered they would do a phased migration.
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13.9%

Wholesale Migration
Phased Migration

86.1%

Figure 8 – ARC Survey: System Migration Preference

DeltaV allows the user to keep a system online and current through piecewise integration of an upgraded system,
which makes it easier to upgrade and reduces the risk of the upgrade.
When questioned how often they would upgrade their control system software, a majority of survey respondents
indicated that they would have at least two years between each upgrade.

10.0%

13.1%
14.4%

23.1%

Annually
Every 18 Months
Every 2-3 Years

39.4%

Every 4 or More Years
Never

Figure 9 – ARC Survey: Length Between System Upgrades

With a minimum level of redundancy, it possible to upgrade a DeltaV system while remaining online and running.
The following figures illustrate the general steps of an online upgrade to a new version of DeltaV.
Step One: Upgrade the ProfessionalPlus Workstation
If the hardware for the ProfessionalPlus workstation is current and compatible with the new DeltaV version, then
simply upgrade to the desired version of DeltaV, using the DeltaV Upgrade Wizard. It will automatically upgrade
the configuration and get the ProfessionalPlus running in the new version. A few of the releases require an
upgrade to the operating system as well, and detailed instructions for how to accomplish this is given with the
release. If new workstation hardware is needed, then migrate the system configuration to a new PC or Server that
meets requirements of the DeltaV version being installed. This can be done with no down time if migrated
correctly. The DeltaV system allows the system to operate without the ProfessionalPlus station – operator
stations, controllers, etc. are not affected by the upgrade.
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Figure 10 – Step One: Upgrade ProfessionalPlus

Step Two: Upgrade the other workstations
Upgrade the other workstations one by one using the DeltaV Upgrade Wizard. Once the workstations are
upgraded, you can monitor your system, verify that the workstations are migrated successfully and that you are
still able to monitor and control your system. The upgraded ProfessionalPlus station can be used as an Operator
Station to ensure continued operation while the operator station is upgraded.

Figure 11 – Step Two: Upgrade Workstations
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Step Three: Upgrade Controllers
The next step is to upgrade the controllers. Starting with the secondary controllers, run the Upgrade Utility. While
the secondary controllers are upgraded, the system remains online and running on the primary controllers. After
the secondary controllers are upgraded, perform a manual switchover in the DeltaV Diagnostics application; this
will switch the controllers so the secondary (upgraded) controllers are now running the process. Finally, upgrade
the primary controllers to the new version using the Upgrade Utility. See screen capture below of the DeltaV
Explorer and the DeltaV Controller and I/O Upgrade Utility.

Figure 12 – Step Three: Upgrade Controllers

Figure 13 – Step Three: Upgrade Controllers while online
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Step Four: Upgrade I/O Cards
Finally, after the workstations and controllers have been successfully upgraded and the system is secure and
online, upgrade the I/O cards. The Upgrade Utility will identify I/O cards that require an update and will guide you
through the process of upgrading the cards. With redundant I/O cards, the secondary card can be upgraded first,
and when the secondary is upgraded a switchover is performed to upgrade the remaining I/O cards.

Figure 14 – Step Four: Upgrade I/O

The latest software releases unlock the power of the latest technology developments and software upgrades are
a deliverable of enrollment in Guardian Support; more details on Guardian Support can be found below. Many
users of process control systems justify their upgrade because of new technology that can improve their plant
performance. This is one of the reasons why DeltaV was designed with online upgrade capabilities, without
having to shut down the process. The scalable architecture and the partial download feature allow software
upgrades to be performed online or without process upset. Customers wanting to take advantage of all the new
features and capabilities, including the new technology, enhanced robustness, and increased productivity from
the latest software releases, can do so easily.
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DeltaV Guardian Support
Guardian Support is a prognostic service designed to optimize the availability, sustainability and performance of
your DeltaV system. Guardian aggregates and securely delivers personalized, real-time service intelligence
tailored to platform architecture and application - at the individual System level, the Plant level and the Enterprise
level. Guardian Support delivers technical support and life cycle services for the DeltaV Architecture. Additionally,
Guardian aggregates information related to OEM and COTs, digital field devices and Emerson Alliance partner
products associated with DeltaV. The result is a single point of critical system information to help you effectively
manage your DeltaV process automation system.

Figure 15 – Personalized Guardian Website Proactively Advises System Status Information

For additional details on the benefits of Guardian Support, go to: www.sureservice.com/guardianbenefits.asp
Below are a few additional services that can be added to Guardian support that makes it easy to improve
performance and security, and also prolong the time a particular DeltaV release is supported.
System Reliability Service (SRS) – This add-on service provides Emerson's recommendations for system
maintenance tasks and their frequency, tailored to specific DeltaV systems. Through an optional tile on our
Guardian dashboard, the ability to view, track and assign system health check activities for all systems in the
Enterprise enrolled in a Preventive Maintenance agreement is available to the user.
Guardian Software Update Delivery (GSUD) - This feature available to Guardian Support subscribers, provides
an automated delivery (either on demand or scheduled) of DeltaV hotfixes, Microsoft OS updates and Symantec
Antivirus that are specific to the enrolled system. An applet installed on a non-DeltaV computer communicates
and pulls files from an Emerson server via the internet. With GSUD, users will receive system specific updates to
manage their DeltaV control system efficiently. Information regarding what system nodes the update needs to be
applied and if a specific update requires a reboot or will cause service disruption is also provided.
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Extended Software Support (ESS) – Available to Guardian Support subscribers, ESS offers you the flexibility to
perform control system upgrades when you are ready or when they are necessary. ESS is a service option
available to Guardian Support subscribers. Starting with DeltaV v10, ESS offers an extended period of software
(hotfix) support of up to five (5) years from the General Release Date of a specific DeltaV version.

Lifecycle Care Services
Emerson also provides a comprehensive portfolio of Lifecycle Care Services to meet each customer’s specific
needs. We deliver on the promise of improving the customers’ competitive advantage and bottom line business
results through the global network of local and factory specialists. We recognize that lifecycle support needs vary
from one customer to another in both services activity content and time commitment. We understand that
customers make investments over the system lifecycle for three basic reasons:


System Availability Services – Keep your system running - The essential day-to-day system maintenance
activities designed to help achieve the desired level of certainty for system uptime, taking your process,
system design, and in-house resources into account.



Performance Improvement Services – Apply the best technologies with a focus on improvement of plant
operation and performance using PlantWeb technology.



System Sustainability Services – Preserve your investment - To sustain the initial investment such that it
matches the standard of the technology that can be routinely supported and serviced. These services can
include identifying, assessing, planning, and implementing PlantWeb technology updates and upgrades to
minimize system down time, prevent system offsets, and minimize total cost of ownership.

To deliver Lifecycle Care Services to our customers, Emerson has developed SureService. With SureService,
Emerson provides peace of mind and ‘hassle free’ deployment of customized services to our customers that
address the specific operational and business challenges resulting in reduced operating costs and increased
system performance. SureService provides a customized set of defined service modules that are bundled in a
long-term service agreement and then deployed over the defined agreement period - typically 1-3 years.
The whitepaper on Emerson’s Collaborative Lifecycle Service Approach describes how to achieve maximum
business value and operational excellence with the DeltaV System. To view the full range of Emerson’s system
lifecycle support programs, visit http://www.SureService.com.

Summary
Emerson Process Management continues to develop the DeltaV platform at a fast pace to take advantage of new
technology and to ensure that its technology leadership position is maintained. For process manufacturers, this
means having the best automation platform to minimize costs and to maximize the efficiency and productivity of
their process plants. Emerson spent more than $870 million in research and development in 2008, and continues
to invest in developing new products. Emerson believes that innovation is the key to ensure success for our
customers and for ourselves and will continue to invest in research and development.
DeltaV v11.3, the most recent release of DeltaV, used Human Centered Design principles to reduce complexity,
eliminate unnecessary work, and to embed knowledge into the technology. Furthermore, the investment that
Emerson has made in Guardian Support provides an easy way to keep the DeltaV system evergreen for the long
run, especially with regards to important Microsoft software patches and virus definition files.
Based on the ARC lifecycle management survey results, process control users do not want to upgrade their
system often, and DeltaV works to have a release cycle of 18 months. This is a compromise between wanting to
quickly get new technology to customers who want it and understanding that upgrading is not always easy.
Regardless if you have a small process with only a few hundred I/O, or if you are in a huge petrochemical
complex with more than one million I/Os, the DeltaV process automation system can be kept evergreen over time.
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To locate a sales office near you, visit our website at:
www.EmersonProcess.com/DeltaV
Or call us at:
Asia Pacific: 65.777.8211
Europe, Middle East: 41.41.768.6111
North America, Latin America:
+1 800.833.8314 or
+1 512.832.3774

For large power, water, and wastewater applications
contact Power and Water Solutions at:
www.EmersonProcess-powerwater.com
Or call us at:
Asia Pacific: 65.777.8211
Europe, Middle East, Africa: 48.22.630.2443
North America, Latin America: +1 412.963.4000
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